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Abstract

Background: A tiller is a branch on a grass plant, and the number of tillers is
one of the most important determinants of yield. Traditionally, the tiller number
is usually counted by hand, and so an automated approach is necessary for
high-throughput phenotyping. Conventional methods use heuristic features to
estimate the tiller number. Based on the successful application of DNNs in the
field of computer vision, the use of DNN-based features instead of heuristic
features is expected to improve the estimation accuracy. However, as DNNs
generally require large volumes of data for training, it is difficult to apply them to
estimation problems for which large training datasets are unavailable. In this
paper, we use two strategies to overcome the problem of insufficient training
data: the use of a pretrained DNN model and the use of pretext tasks for learning
the feature representation. We extract features using the resulting DNNs and
estimate the tiller numbers through a regression technique.

Results: We conducted experiments using a dataset of Setaria viridis.
Experiments show that the proposed methods using a pretrained model and
specific pretext tasks achieve better performance than the conventional method.
The best mean absolute error between the hand-labeled and estimated tiller
numbers by the proposed method is 0.57.

Conclusions: We realized applying DNN methods to tiller number estimation
methods by using pretext tasks. The proposed method outperformed the
conventional approach.

Keywords: Tiller number estimation; Deep neural network (DNN); Pretext task;
Self-supervised learning; Regression

1 Background

A tiller is a branch of a grass plant. For members of the grass family such as rice and

wheat, the number of tillers is one of the most important determinants of yield [1, 2].

Therefore, it is one of the traits that is targeted for phenotyping. Destructive sur-

veys have commonly been used to count the number of tillers, because they are hard

to count visually; leaves and tillers look similar, and the density of tillers tends to

be highest at the base of the plant. However, destructive surveys present a bottle-

neck to phenotyping tasks because they are time-consuming and labor-intensive,

making it impossible to trace the growth of the plants. To achieve nondestructive
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and automatic tiller number estimation, several image-based methods have been

proposed [3, 4].

However, their estimation accuracy is generally poor because they are based on

hand-made features. To estimate the tiller number, image-based approaches use

hand-crafted features such as the area and aspect ratio of a plant within an image

and the output of the Frangi filter [5] for linear regression. As these methods only use

a few heuristic features of the plants’ appearance, they do not take full advantage

of the information contained in the images. The recent development of image recog-

nition techniques using features learned by deep neural networks (DNNs) surpasses

the performance of conventional hand-crafted feature-based methods [6, 7, 8, 9].

DNNs learn image features directly from the image appearance. Thus, the features

learned by DNNs take full advantage of the plants’ appearance. This motivates us

to use DNNs to learn features as a means of realizing high-accuracy tiller number

estimation.

DNNs requires large volumes of training data, consisting of pairs of an image

and the corresponding ground-truth, to achieve their true recognition ability. For

example, ImageNet [10] is a commonly used dataset for object recognition consisting

of more than 14 million images and their ground-truths. The existing image dataset

of grass plants [11] contains only around 600 images with the corresponding ground-

truth tiller numbers. This is because the operation of counting the tiller numbers is

time-consuming and labor-intensive, as mentioned above. Therefore, it is difficult

to prepare sufficient training data for DNNs, making it almost impossible to apply

DNN-based methods for tiller number estimation.

As a lack of training data is commonly encountered in the field of computer vision

and pattern recognition, several methods have been developed to enable DNNs to be

used with small-scale data. For example, transfer learning [12] transfers the network

learning to another dataset, semi-supervised learning [13] uses partly labeled data

for learning, and self-supervised learning [14] uses self-generating labels. Some self-

supervised learning methods that learn features by solving other tasks have achieved

comparable performance to supervised methods [14, 15, 16]. These other tasks are

called “pretext tasks,” and they can be applied to problems in which large numbers

of unlabeled data are available.

In this paper, we describe the use of self-supervised learning and transfer learning

to estimate the tiller number, even though there are relatively few training data [17].

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to estimate tiller numbers

using DNN-based features. We apply transfer learning to the estimation task and

examine how the features learned from other data affect the estimation. We also

set some pretext tasks for learning DNNs and evaluate how the pretext tasks en-

hance the estimation performance. Experimental results show that the proposed

method outperforms the conventional method and that the pretext tasks enhance

the estimation accuracy.

1.1 Related work

We introduce some of the conventional research on tiller counting and DNN-based

phenotyping. We also describe some previous studies on transfer learning and self-

supervised learning, which we apply to develop an estimation method for the tiller

number.
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1.1.1 Tiller number estimation

Automated methods of counting and estimating the tiller number have been studied

for many years. Several researchers have used remote sensing to estimate the tiller

number (see Table 1 of [18]). The normalized difference vegetation index has been

widely used to estimate the tiller numbers of wheat using remote sensing [18, 19,

20]. As remote sensing can acquire information over vast areas, it is suitable for

estimating plant growth in large-scale fields. However, this approach cannot count

the tiller numbers of individual plants.

To estimate individual tiller numbers, image-based tiller number estimation meth-

ods have been proposed [3, 4]. Fahlgren et al. [3] used the area and aspect ratio of a

plant within an image as the dependent variables and established a tiller-counting

linear regression model for Setaria viridis. The area and aspect ratio are automati-

cally calculated using open-source software called PlantCV[1]. Boyle et al. [4] applied

the Frangi filter [5] to wheat images and used linear regression of the Frangi filter

output as the dependent variable. Because the features used for these methods are

heuristic, it is not clear whether they are suitable for estimation. Moreover, because

the features are only based on certain aspects of the appearance of the plants, these

methods do not fully utilize the appearance information in estimating the tiller

numbers. Unlike heuristic features, DNN-based features are learned from images.

Thus, the DNN-based features express the appearance information of plants better

than the heuristic features, and so DNN-based methods are expected to outperform

conventional methods.

DNN-based tiller number estimation techniques have already been proposed [21,

22]. Deng et al. [21] applied DNN-based image detection to stubble images as a

means of counting the tillers. However, this method requires a destructive survey,

making it difficult to track the growth traits of the plants. The idea of counting

tillers proposed by Wu et al. [22] is almost the same as that developed by Deng et

al., except that the images are obtained using micro-CT. Unfortunately, micro-CT

is too expensive to be widely used. Different from these methods, the proposed

approach requires only an RGB image to estimate the tiller numbers. Therefore, it

is suitable for easy and high-throughput phenotyping.

1.1.2 Image-based plant phenotyping using DNNs

To achieve high-throughput phenotyping, computer vision and pattern recognition

techniques have been used to measure individual plant traits. The high recognition

performance of DNNs has made it possible to measure various traits from images.

The most common task for DNN-based individual phenotyping is leaf counting.

This task became very popular when leaf segmentation and counting challenges

were included in computer vision problems at several plant phenotyping workshops.

In conjunction with these challenges, an image dataset of Arabidopsis thaliana

was released [23]. This dataset has since been used in the development of many

methods [24, 25, 26]. However, the dataset has few image data in which the number

of leaves is identified. Therefore, techniques that artificially increase the number of

data using data synthesis based on plant models have been proposed, enabling DNNs

to be applied to small sets of labeled data [25, 26]. This data synthesis approach

[1]https://plantcv.danforthcenter.org
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cannot be easily applied to tiller number estimation because the structure of grass

plants is too complicated to model.

In addition to counting the leaves of Arabidopsis thaliana, many traits have

been estimated using DNNs. Roots are another typical subject for trait estima-

tion using DNN-based image analysis. For example, segmentation algorithms for

root regions [27, 28, 29] and root structure analysis based on the characterization

of roots [30, 31] have been proposed. Certain traits of wheat, which is a member of

the grass plant family, have also been estimated, such as the number of spikes and

spikelets [32] and the emergence and biomass [33].

1.1.3 Pretext tasks

To apply DNNs to labeled training data, several methods using pretext tasks have

been developed. Usually, these pretext tasks do not relate to the object tasks, and

the labels of the pretext tasks are generated automatically. The model solves the

pretext tasks instead of the object task, and is then transformed to solve the ob-

ject task. Training DNNs using pretext tasks achieves comparable performance to

supervised training.

Various pretext tasks have been proposed. For example, colorizing images [34],

solving jigsaw puzzles [35], predicting image rotations [14], and counting the number

of objects within an image [16] have been used for representation learning. The

learned representations are used for image segmentation, image recognition, and

object recognition.

In establishing the proposed method, we set some pretext tasks for tiller number

estimation according to these previous methods. The application of pretext task

means that tiller number estimation can be conducted using DNNs, even if few

labeled data are available.

2 Methods

We explain how the proposed method estimates the tiller number from an image. We

adopt regression-based estimation for tiller counting, as in conventional image-based

tiller number estimation methods [3, 4]. This is because regression-based estimation

is more practical than the detection-based method. Tillers have a similar appearance

to leaves, and so it is hard to detect tillers from images. Moreover, the tillers become

too dense to detect as the plant grows. Therefore, we adopt the regression-based

method.

Figure 1a shows an overview of the proposed tiller number estimation method.

This research takes the tiller number as the dependent variable and the image

features extracted by the DNN model as the independent variables. As mentioned

in Section 1, there are few images in existing grass plant datasets in which the

number of tillers is labeled. Therefore, it is difficult to train DNN models directly

for the tiller estimation task. This paper proposes the use of a pretrained model

and a model trained on pretext tasks to extract image features, whereupon the

tiller numbers can be estimated using the extracted features. Image resources and

processing, the pretrained model, pretext tasks, and regression models are now

described in detail.
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(a) The proposed tiller estimation method. A plant image taken from the side is used
for estimating the number of tillers. Features are extracted from the input image using
a DNN. The DNN model is a pretrained model or a trained model by a pretext task.
The tiller numbers are estimated by regression, and the extracted features are used as
independent values for regression. The proposed method uses two regression models:
support vector regression (SVR) and Linear regression (LR).

Image for training

(Unlabeled) Area Aspect ratio

DNN

Ground-truth of a pretext task

error

Update parameters

(b) Training the DNN by the pretext tasks. The pretext task in the proposed method is
estimating the area and aspect ratio of the plant within the input image. The image for
training is unlabeled with the tiller numbers. The ground-truth of the area and aspect
ratio of the plant within the image is calculated using image processing beforehand.
The DNN model is trained by updating the parameters as reducing the error between
the output of the DNN and the ground-truth.

Figure 1: Overview of the proposed method and training DNN by a pretext task

to acquire feature representations.

2.1 Image resources and processing

We used the dataset that appears in [11]. The first row in Fig. 2 shows some examples

of the dataset. The dataset contains 25,570 images of potted Setaria taken from the

side in a controlled laboratory environment. The images are in RGB color, and

the image resolution is 2, 454× 2, 056 pixels. In the dataset, 576 images have tiller

numbers that were counted manually. Thus, there are 24,994 unlabeled images that

have no tiller number. Many of the unlabeled images were taken at the same time as

the labeled images. To avoid mixing unlabeled data that are similar to the labeled

data, we only used the 22,110 unlabeled images that were not taken at the same

time as the labeled images.

We normalized the images before the experiments. The magnification of the im-

ages was artificially determined according to the plant growth degree. As the first

row of Fig. 2 shows, the pot size and the background differ depending on the plant

size. If such images were used for learning, the network may learn features that

focus on changes in the pots and backgrounds. To avoid the network focusing on

parts unrelated to the plants, we normalized the images. Because all plants were in

pots of the same size, the images were resized so that the pot size was the same.
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Figure 2: Examples of the images used for the experiments. The first row shows

original images taken at different magnifications. The second row shows normal-

ized images in which the pot is the same size.

After removing the background, the images were translated to place the pot in the

middle of the image. To make the images square for input to the network, the images

were padded with white pixels. Finally, we resized the images to 224 × 224 pixels.

All procedures were performed using OpenCV, and we used the bicubic method for

pixel interpolation when the images were resized.

2.2 Feature extraction

2.2.1 Pretrained model

If there are insufficient labeled data for training, DNNs cannot achieve high perfor-

mance. One solution is to use a pretrained model. In general, it is supposed that

a pretrained model will achieve better performance when the target image domain

is similar to that of the pretrained model. As we are estimating tiller numbers

from natural images, a pretrained model using natural images is preferable for our

task. Therefore, we use the pretrained VGG-16 model [6] which was trained us-

ing a vast number of natural images from the ImageNet dataset [10]. The VGG-16

model performed very well in the ImageNet ILSVRC2014 classification and localiza-

tion task[2]. This model is popular because it extracts good feature representations

despite having a simpler structure than other networks.

2.2.2 Pretext tasks

As mentioned in Section 1, it is impossible to learn the feature expression from the

tiller number estimation task directly because of the shortage of labeled training

data. Thus, we use pretext tasks to learn the feature expression, and estimate the

tiller number using the learned features.

The VGG-16 model [6] is trained using pretext tasks that predict appearance-

related values acquired automatically from a plant image. As shown in Fig. 1b, we

set two pretext tasks: estimating the area of a plant within an image and estimating

the aspect ratio of a plant. We consider the area and aspect ratio because they were

used as the dependent variables for estimating the tiller numbers in a previous

[2]http://www.image-net.org/challenges/LSVRC/2014/results
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study [3] and are expected to provide good feature expressions for tiller number

estimation.

We investigate two methods of estimating the values in the pretext tasks: the

values themselves and the discretized values. When estimating the value itself, the

network is trained so that the output is the area or aspect ratio. We call the pretext

task that estimates the value itself the “regression task,” because in this case, the

pretext task can be regarded as a regression task with the image as the independent

value and the continuous values of area and aspect ratio as the dependent values. In

the case of estimating discrete values, instead of outputting a numerical value, the

network predicts the discretized values of the area and aspect ratio of the plants in

the input image. Therefore, predicting discrete values is equivalent to classification.

We call the pretext task estimating the discretized values the “classification task.”

We conducted network training on the pretext tasks using the normalized images.

The ground-truth of the pretext tasks was calculated automatically using image

processing. Following the “Single plant RGB image workflow” in the PlantCV tu-

torial[3], the normalized images were translated into HSV and Lab images, and

thresholding was applied to the saturation component of the HSV images and the a

and b components of the Lab images. The plant area was then segmented by taking

the logical sum of the threshold results. The area and aspect ratio were calculated

from the segmented plant area. All processes were conducted using PlantCV [4]. The

images were divided into four or eight classes in the classification task according

to the area and aspect ratio values, respectively. The images were divided as the

number of images in each class became the same.

The network was trained to predict the class to which the input image belongs.

In the regression task, the network was trained to predict the area and aspect ratio

of the input images. Both tasks used 80% of the images for training and 20% of the

images for testing. The network used for training was the VGG-16 model pretrained

by ImageNet. We trained the network 12 times and adopted the model that gave the

lowest training error for tiller number estimation. We used the Keras TensorFlow2

backend to execute the training process.

2.3 Regression models

We use two regression models to estimate the tiller numbers, namely support vector

regression (SVR) and linear regression (LR).

SVR involves the application of a support vector machine to regression. The most

significant advantage of SVR is that it deals with nonlinear regression problems

through the same framework as linear SVR. In SVR, a feature space can be mapped

to a space of much higher dimension using a kernel function. When the kernel

function is nonlinear, SVR can deal with nonlinear regression problems. Moreover,

SVR can learn from small-sized datasets. Hence, we apply SVR to tiller estimation.

Specifically, we extract features from labeled images using the models described in

Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, and then apply SVR.

We also use linear regression (LR) for the estimation task. LR is one of the simplest

regression methods and is equivalent to a fully connected neural network without a

[3]https://plantcv.readthedocs.io/en/stable/tutorials/vis_tutorial/
[4]https://plantcv.danforthcenter.org/
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Table 1: MAE of estimation results when using SVR and LR.

Pretext task

Area Aspect ratio

Reg. model Pretrained 4 cls. 8 cls. Reg. 4 cls. 8 cls. Reg.

SVR 0.80 0.74 0.78 0.91 0.73 0.73 1.00
LR 0.79 0.74 0.71 0.57 0.96 1.06 0.62

hidden layer. Because it is easy to implement LR with methods using DNN-based

features, we apply LR for the estimation task. As with SVR, we learn the LR model

using the features extracted from labeled images.

We estimated the tiller number using the features extracted by the trained and

VGG-16 ImageNet pretrained models. In the case of SVR, we used scikit-learn [5]

for the implementation, which is one of the most popular machine learning libraries

for Python. The radial basis function was used as the kernel. The cost parameter C

and parameter ϵ were set to 100 and 1.0, respectively, and default values were used

for the other parameters. LR was implemented by adding a fully connected layer to

the VGG-16 model. We then trained only the added layer while freezing VGG-16.

3 Results

3.1 Tiller number estimation

We used six-fold cross-validation to calculate the accuracy of the tiller number

estimation. That is, the images were divided into six groups and the regression

models were trained with five groups and validated with the remaining group. This

process was repeated until all groups had been used for validation. The accuracy of

the model was calculated by taking the average of each of the six cross-validation

tasks. We adopt the mean absolute error (MAE) to evaluate the accuracy of the

proposed method.

Table 1 presents the MAE when using SVR and LR to estimate the tiller numbers.

3.2 Individual estimation results

The measured tiller number (horizontal axis) and estimated tiller number (vertical

axis) are compared in Figs. 3 and 4 for the cases using SVR and LR for tiller number

estimation, respectively. In the figures, black lines indicate when the measured and

estimated tiller numbers are the same, and the red and blue dots denote the samples.

Thus, the closer the dots are to the black lines, the more accurate are the estimation

results.

4 Discussion

This proposed method is the first attempt to apply self-supervised learning using

pretext tasks for plant phenotyping, as far as we know. Plant datasets have insuf-

ficient labeled data for applying DNNs. The proposed semi-supervised method for

estimating the number of tillers requires only a few labeled data. Therefore, the

proposed method would be one of the solutions to use DNNs for estimating plant

phenotyping.

[5]https://scikit-learn.org/stable/
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Figure 3: Experimental results using SVR for tiller number estimation. Hori-

zontal and vertical axes represent the measured and estimated tiller numbers,

respectively. Each red dot denotes a sample for the estimated tiller number. The

black line indicates the case where the measured and estimated data match.

Therefore, the closer the points are to the black line, the more accurate is the

estimation.

The proposed method show good estimation accuracy. The best MAE of 0.57 is

achieved when the area regression is used for the pretext task and LR is used to

predict the tiller numbers. For reference, the MAE reported by Fahlgren et al. [3] for

estimating the tiller number using image features with the same data under different

conditions was 0.92. Note that it is not possible to make a general comparison

because of the different image usage conditions and because Fahlgren et al. [3] used

a different number of images to that in the dataset [11]. However, it appears that

the proposed method achieves good accuracy.

To clarify the effect of feature learning in the pretext tasks, we compared the

accuracy of the pretext tasks and pretrained models. Many of the pretext tasks

resulted in higher accuracy than using the pretrained model. Therefore, learning

features using pretext tasks contributes to improving the accuracy of estimating

tiller numbers.

The tiller number estimation accuracy depends on the trait estimated in the

pretext task. The tiller number estimation accuracy is better when the area is used

in the pretext task than when the aspect ratio is used. Therefore, the features

learned in the pretext task using the area are more effective for tiller estimation

than those learned from the aspect ratio.

The pretext task that gives the better tiller number estimation accuracy also

depends on the tiller number estimation method. When SVR is used, the application

of classification in the pretext task results in better accuracy than regression. In

contrast, when LR is used, the application of regression in the pretext task achieves

better accuracy than classification.
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Figure 4: Experimental results using LR for tiller number estimation. The con-

tents of the graph are the same as in Fig. 3

There is clearly a different tendency when SVR and LR are used for tiller number

estimation. As shown in Fig. 2a, when the pretrained model features are used with

SVR, the estimated tiller number is substantially underestimated when the mea-

sured tiller number is significant. When the features learned by classification tasks

are used, the accuracy of the tiller number estimation improves for samples with

larger tiller numbers, as shown in Figs. 2b, 2c, 2e and 2f, compared with pretrained

model features. Thus, using classification for the pretext tasks improves the tiller

number estimation accuracy. However, when using regression for the pretext tasks,

the estimation accuracies are worse than those with the pretrained model. In par-

ticular, as shown in Figs. 2d and 2g, the estimation results for samples with larger

tiller numbers are worse than those using the pretrained model.

When regression and LR were used for the pretext task and tiller number esti-

mation, respectively, the estimation accuracy improves for all samples, as shown

in Figs. 4d and 4g. In particular, comparing the pretrained model with the regres-

sion pretext task, the accuracy is enhanced for samples with large measured tiller

numbers. In contrast, when the features learned by the classification task are used,

the estimation accuracy is the same or worse than that of the pretrained model, as

shown in Figs. 4b, 4c, 4e, and 4f. When the aspect ratio is used for the classification

task, the estimation accuracy becomes worse, with the estimated tiller numbers

consistently lower than the measured values.

In future work, we will use other pretext tasks to learn the feature representations.

The mechanisms of the pretext tasks remain obscure, and it is not known what

kinds of pretext tasks are most effective for a given object task. Therefore, we will

attempt to determine the most appropriate pretext task for the object task by trial

and error.

We also plan to apply the proposed method to other grass plant family such as

wheat and rice. In this paper, we used a Setaria viridis dataset for evaluation. As
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most DNN-based methods have good generalization ability, the proposed methods

is likely to be effective for other plants.

Additionally, we will apply the proposed method to other plant phenotyping tasks.

The proposed method assumes that few labeled training data are available. This is

typically true of plant phenotyping tasks because many appearance traits are mea-

sured manually. We expect that the proposed method will be helpful in automating

the measurement of various traits.

5 Conclusion

This paper has proposed a DNN-based tiller estimation method that achieves im-

proved performance compared with conventional methods. The proposed method

uses two separate models for feature extraction: a pretrained VGG-16 model and

a model produced by solving pretext tasks. We considered both SVR and LR to

estimate the tiller numbers. Experimental results show that the pretrained model

and the model based on pretext tasks allow the proposed method to outperform

the conventional approach.
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